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Our Purpose 

The work of the school is the spiritual, moral, intellectual, aesthetic and physical development of 

each pupil. It seeks to put Christ at the centre of every activity, worship, learning and service to 

others. With this purpose in mind, staff and governors at St Mary’s Menston, Catholic Voluntary 

Academy recognise that feedback is an integral part of the learning experience and is vital in 

ensuring improvement and outstanding pupil progress.  

 

This feedback policy outlines the school’s procedure for the assessing of pupils’ work, feedback to 

be provided and the actions to be undertaken by the pupil to improve their work in order to 

secure positive outcomes. It is our belief that timely, meaningful and motivational feedback will 

ensure: 

 Pupils know the standard of the assessed work they have completed 

 Pupils understand how to improve the work towards, or beyond, the expected aspirational 

standard considering their starting point 

 Pupils reflect on the feedback given and act upon it by improving their work.  

 

Forms of Feedback:  

Feedback provided by the teacher will take different forms depending on the nature of the work 

completed. Feedback may be oral, visual or written, and may be given to an individual pupil or a 

collective group of pupils. A variety of feedback methods may be used by the teacher to ensure 

pupils know the standard of their work, understand how to work towards, or beyond, the 

expected aspirational standard considering their starting point and understand where 

presentation, literacy and/or numeracy corrections are required. When written feedback is 

provided the teacher will use a pen of contrasting colour. It will be at the discretion of the 

classroom teacher as to which form of feedback is the most appropriate.  

 

Examples of different forms of feedback could include one to one oral feedback, group oral 

feedback, online teacher comments, a teacher demonstration, use of a model answer, use of a 

visualizer, use of codes, written annotations, a written teacher comment or typed teacher 

comments shared with a group of pupils on a PowerPoint slide.  

 

Assessed Work: ‘Feed Forward’ 

The teacher will set and assess specific targeted ‘Feed Forward’ tasks throughout the academic 

year. The number of ‘Feed Forward’ tasks will vary depending on the curriculum time allocation 

for each subject and the age range of the pupils. A ‘Feed Forward’ task may be a written piece, a 

performance, a skills based piece or a product.  
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On completion of the ‘Feed Forward’ task, the teacher will assess the piece of work, record the 

standard (mark/grade) in the teacher planner and/or departmental electronic progress tracker 

and provide oral, visual or written feedback on the following key areas: 

 

 The attitude to learning demonstrated in the piece of work completed such as a positive, 

motivational comment  

 The standard of the piece of work when compared to a mark scheme or level criteria. 

When appropriate, this will include a mark and/or grade 

 How a pupil can improve the work towards, or beyond, the expected aspirational standard 

considering their starting point 

 The standard of presentation - for written tasks, the whole school codes will be used  

 Key literacy errors such as topic related spellings, punctuation and grammar (reasonable 

adjustments will be made for pupils with specific difficulties) - for written tasks, the whole 

school literacy codes will be used  

 Key numeracy errors such as methodology or calculations (reasonable adjustments will be 

made for pupils with specific difficulties) - for written tasks, the whole school numeracy 

codes will be used.  

 

Pupil Response: ‘Feed Forward’  

Pupils will reflect on, and respond to, the teacher feedback provided for targeted ‘Feed Forward’ 

work. The pupil response will vary depending on the nature of the task completed.  

 

For written ‘Feed Forward’ tasks, pupils will use a green pen to amend, redraft and/or add to their 

work to improve it towards, or beyond, the expected aspirational standard considering their 

starting point. Pupils will address literacy, numeracy and standards of presentation as stated 

below.  

 

For performance and skills based ‘Feed Forward’ tasks such as a drama performance, PE 

performance, art work or a technology product, pupils will respond by improving their 

performance, artwork or product. When asked, pupils will be able to articulate their knowledge 

and understanding clearly in an age-appropriate way and will be able explain how they responded 

to the teacher feedback to improve their work.  
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Other Assessed Work: ‘Maintenance Feedback’ 

The teacher will also assess class learning, and where applicable home learning, throughout the 

academic year. Within a lesson, the teacher will constantly assess learning.  

 

On completion of ongoing written work in exercise books, folders or files, the teacher will provide 

timely and targeted ‘Maintenance Feedback’ to ensure high standards are fostered and 

maintained. The teacher will provide simple annotation feedback in a pen of contrasting colour 

for targeted pieces of work on the following key areas: 

 

 The attitude to learning demonstrated such as a positive, motivational comment 

 The standard of presentation - the whole school codes will be used  

 Key literacy errors such as topic related spellings, punctuation and grammar (reasonable 

adjustments will be made for pupils with specific difficulties) - the whole school codes will 

be used  

 Key numeracy errors such as methodology or calculations (reasonable adjustments will be 

made for pupils with specific difficulties) - the whole school codes will be used.  

 

The teacher may provide oral feedback instead of annotation feedback when addressing common 

misconceptions or subject specific targets identified in maintenance marking.  

 

Maintaining High Standards:  Expectations 

When completing written work, pupils will be expected to date and title their work. The title must 

be underlined using a ruler. Pupils will write in blue or black pen. A pencil and ruler must be used 

for diagrams, graphs and tables. Pupils must read, speak and write to a high standard, with 

fluency, formality and comprehension appropriate to their age and ability. Pupils must take care 

with spelling, punctuation and grammar. When appropriate, pupils must demonstrate their 

method of calculation. Pupils must glue into their exercise books worksheets and information 

sheets if required for future reference. A subject target and progress grade sticker must be stuck 

inside the front cover of the pupil exercise book/folder/file.  

  

Pupil Response: ‘Maintenance Feedback’ 

Pupils will reflect on, and respond to, the teacher feedback provided for targeted ‘Maintenance’ 

work. Pupils will use a green pen to amend and improve their work, presentation, literacy and/or 

numeracy to the expected high standard as stated in the expectations above. Pupils will address 

literacy, numeracy and standards of presentation as stated below. Pupils will also respond to the 

feedback by gluing in relevant worksheets and/or information sheets.  
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Whole School Feedback Codes: Literacy, numeracy, presentation 

 

Literacy Feedback Codes 

Code Meaning Pupil response 

Sp Spelling mistake: teacher will write the 
code above the targeted topic related 
word and feedback on how to spell the 
word correctly. 

Pupil expected to rewrite the correct 
spelling three times in the margin 

// New paragraph needed  

Cap Capital letter required Pupil expected to add the capital letter 

^ Missing word(s) Pupil expected to add in the missing 
word(s) 

?? Meaning unclear.  Pupil expected to read through and 
make the meaning clear 

(    ) Word(s) should be left out Pupil expected to cross out the word(s) 

 

Numeracy Feedback Codes 

Code Meaning Pupil response 

W Working out missing. Pupil expected to re-visit the question 
and include the working out 

Calc Error in final calculation: teacher will write 
the code above the incorrect answer. 

Pupil expected to correct their error 

 
 

Units missing. Pupil expected to write the correct units 
inside the box.  

ecf Error carried forward: an incorrect answer 
has been used to work out a subsequent 
part of the question. 

Pupil expected to correct the error 

 

Presentation Feedback Codes 

Code Meaning Pupil response 

D Date needed Pupil expected to add in the date 

T Title needed Pupil expected to add in the title 

U Underlining needed Pupil expected to underline the title 

G Loose sheets need to be glued in Pupil expected to glue in loose 
worksheets or information sheets 

R Ruler should be used Pupil expected to respond to this in 
future work 

P Pencil should be used Pupil expected to respond to this in 
future work 
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